$14 per program • $11 for members

All programs run from 9 to 11 a.m.

Stuck on Magnets
Saturday, Sept. 7
Did you know magnetism is a force that rules our cosmos? Learn all about what magnetism does for our universe in the Discovery Dome followed by fun activities with magnets on a much smaller scale.

All Wrapped Up in Egypt
Saturday, Oct. 5
Come hang out with the Putnam’s mummies as we become Egyptian explorers and learn all about Egypt!

Erupting Explorers
Saturday, Nov. 2
Today our Explorers will travel deep into the earth’s crust to learn about tectonic plates – the source of volcanoes! Try to keep away from the hot lava as we learn all about these explosive creations.

Computer Whiz Kids
Saturday, Jan. 4
Do you love computers? Want to learn how to speak their language? Come to the Putnam and we’ll teach all you need to know about 01100011 01101111 01100100 01101001 01101110 01100111.

Curate Your Own Collection
Saturday, Feb. 1
Have you ever wanted to design a museum exhibit? Bring three items from your personal collection to this Explorers workshop, and we’ll teach you how to curate your own exhibit!

First Responder Training
Saturday, March 7
Today at the Putnam we’ll show you what you need to do in an emergency and how you can help other people! We’ll even take a look at how our canine friends help others in a variety of ways.

Matter Matters
Saturday, April 4
Did you know that not only do you matter, but you’re also MADE OF matter? Come learn all there is to know about this mysterious substance that makes up our whole universe!

Fun Physics
Saturday, May 2
You don’t need to be a physicist to know that physics is fun! Come to the Putnam and play with Bernoulli’s jumping cans and Newton’s beads.
PUTNAM MUSEUM & SCIENCE CENTER LIABILITY WAIVER AND PHOTO RELEASE

I, (print) _________________________________________, the parent/legal guardian of (print) _________________________________________, give my express permission for him/her to participate in any of the activities of the program in which he/she is enrolled. I release the Putnam Museum & Science Center, its directors, instructors, employees, and volunteers from any and all liability which may arise from participation or observation of said program and activities. This is a general release of all possible claims of every kind against the Putnam Museum & Science Center, and this release shall be interpreted liberally to effectuate maximum protection for the Putnam Museum & Science Center. In the event there arises an emergency necessitating medical attention, I understand that every possible attempt will be made to reach me immediately. However, if I cannot be reached, I hereby consent and give my permission to the Putnam Museum & Science Center staff, instructors or any attending physician to make such decisions and perform such medical treatment upon said minor which may be necessary and proper under the circumstances. In addition, I give my permission for any staff member to seek and/or request transport for this medical attention for my child if I cannot be reached. It is the intention of this release that the above named individuals incur no liability whatsoever while attending the responsible and necessary treatments that may be needed by said minor.

Signature of Parent and/or Guardian                      Date

Special Instructions (dietary, special needs, medical): ______________________________________________________________________________________

I give permission for my child's likeness and/or work to be photographed during the program for use in publications, media advertising, or the Museum's annual reports without compensation.

Telephone number where I may be reached during this time: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Scholarships can be made available if needed.

Preregistration required for all programs. Limited number of reservations available. Scholarship resources may also be available. Contact Bridget Boyd-Carlson, Educational Services Coordinator at 563.336.7308 or email bboyd-carlson@putnam.org for more information. Register online at www.putnam.org

Make checks payable to: Putnam Museum and mail to: Putnam Museum, 1717 W. 12th St. Davenport, IA 52804